OPEN DOOR PHILOSOPHY

Open Door Theater of Acton is a non-profit, family-oriented, community theater that has been creating learning experiences through theater for adults, children, and people with special needs since it was founded in 1980. The Open Door Philosophy is that when you offer a positive theater experience, with this mix of people, they learn a lot about themselves and how to get along with each other.

It takes a village to mount an Open Door production. For more information or to get involved, find us online at: www.opendoortheater.org
Almost thirty years ago, while waiting for their children at a school bus stop, Penny Pitts and Nancy Carroll conceived of the Open Door Theater. “Involvement of folks who might not otherwise be involved in community theater was our mission. We found roles and jobs for everyone who was willing and ABLE.”

The Open Door experience teaches us about ourselves by learning about each other. It encourages people of all abilities and levels of experience to stretch beyond their comfort zones and try something new. And the experience of working alongside folks that you don’t usually get to work with is enlightening because it points out that we all have special needs and all have special talents.